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OBJECTIVES

Create a design motif and look that can be used across a variety of 
applications throughout the event which conveys the destinations,  
the feeling of luxury, pampering, the best of the best.  Perhaps  
the Paris portion is modern with glamour and luxury while the  
Monaco is 1920’s luxury feel in the design. These two different feels 
could wrap together as one program. 

The goal of this trip is to create once in a lifetime experiences  
that the winners and guests can only receive through Liberty Mutual.  
Our vision between the two destinations; Paris is more formal, filled 
with sightseeing and culture, Monaco is more relaxed with the  
beach front resort destination.

PARIS 
Modern
Glamorous
Luxurious
Exclusive

MONTE CARLO 
Classic
Leisurely
Nostalgic
Exclusive



LOGO TBD



CONCEPT



ILLUSTRATIONS



PARIS



PARIS MAIN IMAGE

Should be focused on  Versailles but show the city highlights in the background ie the  
Eiffel tower, Arc de Triomphe, the Louvre and busy streets.



PARIS SECOND IMAGE

Composition can be flexible, thinking some kind of collage or table with items/ icons rep-
resenting each of these activities;

Perfume Workshop at l’Artisan Perfumer (ei perfume bottle)

Bike Ride (bike, or person on bike)

Pastry & Chocolate tour (chocolates, or Eclair )

Champagne tour / at dom perignon (bottle of champagne, or Rock of bottles)

Mandarin Hotel Spa Experience ( persons face with mud mask, or Watter with camellia 
flowers floating in it)



MONTE CARLO



MONTE CARLO MAIN IMAGE 

Should Focus on the Beach and Resort
so could be something like a couple on the beach with umbrellas and sunglasses with the  
hotel directly behind them and in the distance land marks like the casino, the city and 
maybe race cars.



MONTE CARLO SECOND IMAGE

Composition can be flexible, thinking some kind of collage or table with items/ icons rep-
resenting each of these activities;

Flower field tour and perfume making experience ( rows of flowers)

Explore Monks Island with lunch and meet the Monks that make the St. Honorat’s / making 
wine with the monks (happy monk, or barrel of wine)

Classic Car Rally (grand prix style car)

Water Color Painting at the Villa Ephrussi De Rothchild ( small water color painting, paints, 
or easel) 

 Sailing (sailboat)


